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equation in the form $ax^2+bx+c=0$... Substituting $x=-1$ gives $a+b+c=0$. You can use the
quadratic formula to get $x=\frac{ -b\pm\sqrt{b^2-4ac}}{2a}$. FIA Formula 2 – Belgian GP 2019 |
Autosport magazine Mayo has already tested and qualified in the top five in both races on his debut
weekend and says he is looking forward to seeing how the car behaves in race trim. “I feel really
positive,” he said. “The car feels really good, I love the track and the team – and the car. And, of
course, the weather is amazing. “The braking on the first lap was my highlight – we did about 10
laps on the first run and that felt good. The tyres were good, I was able to push without spinning the
wheels and I think we’re in a good place. “I had a good race in the last round, and I think we can
build on that. We need to understand the set-up a bit more, but the engine is really good.” Mayo
finished ninth and tenth on his debut weekend in the Dallara F2 and says he would like to have
another run in the car for the rest of the season. “For sure, we have more work to do,” he said. “I�
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